In the second part of our discussion we turn to more detailed analyses of the low momentum transfer, or peripheral, processes initiated by photons.
Finally in part three we consider the central, or high momentlum transfer collisions.
I BEAMS
The contributions from five different types of amplitudes must be included in beam production studies. These are illustrated in Fig. 1 and are expected to play the dominant roles in high energy and low momentum transfer processes, when not forbidden by selection rules.
Before discussing a new beam production process for K" mesons arising from diagram (c), I will review briefly the present situation with regard to charged pion photoproduction via one pion exchangei as in diagram (a) and as illustrated in more detail in Fig. 2 .
The assumption of the peripheral calculation is that the amplitude corresponding to this graph should be the predominant one at high photon and pion energies, k N u) 9 >> p and at low momentum transfers, or small production angles, 8 q-p/kUnder these kinematical conditions the impact parameter in the collision can bc large: N $ = 1 fermi, since an 'almost real" pion is being exchange; be-Lieen ihc vc:t;zes (a) ad (b) in Fig. 2 .
The corresponding contribution to the cross section is large because the numerator factors evaluated at the pion exchange pole are large themselves, being the product of the pion current at (a) with the total pion absorption cross section at (b). 
This factor describes absorption of the K" wave along its straight line path through the Cs absorbing potential and is energy independent for constant total cross section utot and width A y 10(Bevm2) of the diffraction This number must be 2 0.9 in order to avoid violating the unitarity limit for S-waves. The reduction in cross section due to the absorption is a factor M 100.
2) Form factors at the n-nucleon vertex and for the nucleon propagator as computed recently by Selleri*i for the nucleon removed by -1 Gev from its mass shell.
This virtual nucleon effect reduces the cross section by a factor M 25.
3)
Inclusion of N* exchange which adds coherently with N exchange for the n+p case and which is the entire story for n-p scattering.
Using similar form factors as for N exchange this adds a contribution of N 40% to the n+p process and predicts n-p cross sections about l/2 the magnitude as for the nS case. 
2 g pm The coupling constant at the prrcu vertex -7 has been estimated25 from the measured decay width of cz 10 Mev for Lu" -+37~, with the assumption that this decay is dominated by LU -+p -+ x -+~JI, to be g20n UJ 41-t z 12.
--Alternatively we may use (5) (12) we can write the differential cross section for symmetric pairs to be produced via a virtual P"
where k is the incident photon energy and s is the square of the mass of the pair that is produced; in writing (13) we assume we are near the p mass, s = m P ', and neglect numerator terms CC (1 -s/m 2 . The value for P ) da ( ) dR 0 0 can be taken directly from experiment or expressed via (2) and @ 10 (6) in terms of the diffraction model. We are interested in the ratio of (13) and branching ratios will be of great value.
III CENTRAL COLLISIONS
We also avoid the peripheral plateau by looking at large angle or momentum transfer events. group. In meson nucleon scattering these include the equalities.
da ( n-p -+rr+N*-3,2(1238))= 3d+i-p +K+Y:- (1385) from the general ratios. 
